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Year group Y5 Long Term Plan 
Curriculum Knowledge Rich 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
Y5 Reading       

Y5 TFW Fiction  
Finding Tale 
 ‘Street Child’ – Berlie Doherty 

Fiction 
Defeating the Monster 
Tale 
 ‘Ehi Benin Warrior Chief 
(Kingdom of Benin Short 
Stories) – Fidelia 
Nimmons 

Fiction 
Warning Tale  
‘The Secret Garden’ - 
Frances Hodgson Burnett 

Fiction 
Journey Tale - ‘Northern 
Lights’ - Phillip Pullman 

Fiction 
Wishing Tale  
‘The London Eye 
Mystery’ - Siobhan 
Dowd 

Fiction 
Problem/ Resolution Tale  
‘Shadow’ - Michael Morpurgo 

Non-Fiction 
Persuasion  
‘Letter to the x Government 
persuading them to improve 
conditions in Slums’ 

Non-Fiction 
Instructions  
‘How to make a 
mask/vase from the 
Benin era’ 

Non-Fiction 
Explanation 
 ‘How Volcanoes Erupt’ 

Non-Fiction 
Report  
‘Life in Medieval England’ 

Non-Fiction 
Recount 

Non-Fiction 
Discussion  
‘Should children be allowed to eat 
chocolate for breakfast? 

Poetry  
Classic Poetry  
‘Shall I compare thee to a 
Summer’s day?’ - Sonnet 18, 
William Shakespeare 

Poetry 
Performance Poetry - 
‘We Refugees’ – 
Benjamin Zephaniah 

Poetry 
Free Verse  
‘Best Places’ - Eric Finney 
 

Poetry 
Narrative Poems 
 ‘The Highwayman’ - 
Alfred Noyes 

Poetry 
Imagery  
‘Pegasus’ - Eleanor 
Farjeon 

Poetry 
Dialogue Poems / Myths and Legends  
‘Egyptian Afterlife’ - Roger Stevens 

Y5 spelling Revisit 
Strategies at the point of 
writing: Have a go 
Plurals (adding ‘-s’, ‘-es’ and ‘-
ies’) 
Apostrophe for contraction 
and possession 
Rare GPCs 
Words with ‘silent’ letters 
Morphology/ Etymology 
Use spelling journals to record 
helpful 
etymological notes on curious 
or 
difficult words 
Word endings 
Words with the letter string ‘-
ough’ 
Words ending in ‘-able’ and ‘-
ible’ 

   Revisit 
Strategies at the point of 
writing: Have a 
go Apostrophe for 
possession 
Rare GPCs 
Teach words with rare 
GPCs from the Year 
5 and 6 word list (bruise, 
guarantee, 
queue, immediately, 
vehicle, yacht) 
Words with the /i:/ sound 
spelt ‘ei’ after ‘c’ 
(receive, ceiling) 
Morphology/ Etymology 
Teach extension of base 
words using 
word matrices. 
Word endings 

 Revisit 
Strategies at the 
point of writing: 
Have a 
go A range of 
strategies for 
learning words 
Homophones 
(cereal/serial, 
father/farther, 
guessed/guest, 
morning/mourning, 
who’s/whose) 
Suffixes 
Problem suffixes 
Dictionary 
Teach use of 
dictionary to check 
words, referring to 
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Homophones 
isle/aisle, aloud/allowed, 
affect/effect, 
herd/ heard, past/passed 
Hyphen 
Use of the hyphen (co-
ordinate, co-operate) 

Words ending in ‘-ably’ 
and ‘-ibly’ 
Revise words ending in ‘-
able’ and ‘-ible’ 
Homophones 
altar/alter, led/lead, 
steal/steel 

the first three or four 
letters 
Proofreading 
Check writing for 
misspelt words that 
are on 
the Years 5 and 6 
word list 
Morphology/ 
Etymology 
Teach morphemic 
and etymological 
strategies to be used 
when learning 
specific words 

Y5 
Grammar 

& 
Punctuatio

n 

Consolidate and secure Year 4 
content 
Relative clauses 
Verb prefixes 
Brackets  

 Cohesion within 
paragraphs 
Suffixes ate, ise, ify 
Review 
Linking paragraphs with 
adverbials 
Commas to clarify 
meaning 
Commas to indicate 
parenthesis 

 Dashes to indicate 
parenthesis 
Modal verbs to 
indicate 
possibility 
Review 
Content revision, 
gap getting. 
Secure all 
knowledge 

 

Y5 Maths 
 

Number and Place Value 
Decimals 
Geometry: Properties of 
shapes 

Addition and Subtraction 
Multiplication and 
Division: Powers of 10.  
Multiplication and 
Division: Properties of 
number.  

Multiplication and 
Division: Written methods 
Geometry: Position and 
direction 
 

Fractions, Decimals and 
Percentages.  
Measurement: Length, 
Mss and Capacity 

Fractions: 
Calculating 
 

Measurement: Area and Volume 
Geometry: Properties of Shapes (Angles) 
Geometry: Properties of Shapes 
Statistics 

Y5 Science 
 

Separating Mixtures   
Pure substances and mixtures. 
Formulations. Methods of 
separation. Investigations.  
Knowledge  
• Describe what a pure 
substance is   
• Give examples of some pure 
substances   
• Explain how we can tell if 
something is pure or not • 
Know what a mixture is   
• Give examples of mixtures of 
substances from the same 
state   

Physical and Chemical 
Changes   
States of matter. Physical 
and chemical changes. 
Planning and 
experiment. Acid and 
metal investigation.  
Knowledge  
• Describe how particles 
are arranged in solids, 
liquids and gases   
• Explain what happens 
to particles in substances 
that change state   

Magnetism   
Non-contact forces. 
Magnets and 
compasses. Field lines. 
Non-magnetic and 
magnetic materials and 
their uses.  
Knowledge  
• What are forces?   
• What are contact and 
non-contact forces?   
• Name contact and 
non-contact forces   
• Know what magnets 
are   

Electrical Circuits   
Static charge. Parts of a 
circuit and circuit 
diagrams. Insulators and 
conductors. Bulbs and 
buzzers.  
Knowledge  
• Describe what static 
charge is   
• Describe how to create 
a build-up of static 
charge   
• Explain how a build-up 
of charge leads to sparks 
through the air   

Humans and 
Animals Over   
Time Theory of 
evolution and fossils. 
Animal kingdoms. 
Homo-sapiens, 
humans and 
animals.  
Knowledge  
• How random 
changes in 
characteristics lead 
to an advantage in 
an organism   

Reproductive Cycles Flowering plans and 
asexual reproduction. Insects and 
amphibians. Mammals and birds. 
Comparing life cycles.  
Knowledge  
• Can label parts of a flower   
• Describe stages of the life cycle of a 
flower plant   
• Describe different methods of pollination 
and seed dispersal • Know how new plants 
can be grown from cuttings and bulbs.   
• Know how to take a cutting • Compare 
sexual and asexual reproduction and talk 
about the advantages and disadvantages 
of both.   
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• Describe examples of 
mixtures with substances in 
different states   
• Describe what a formulation 
is   
• Explain why formulations are 
useful   
• Give examples of 
formulations   
• Describe how to remove 
large solid particles from a 
mixture   
• Describe how to remove 
insoluble substances from a 
mixture   
• Describe how to remove 
soluble substances from a 
mixture   
• Define solution, solute, 
solvent, soluble and insoluble   
• Describe how to use filtration 
to separate some mixtures   
• Describe how you can use 
evaporation to separate some 
mixtures   
• Carry out separation of 
substances in river water   
• Evaluate how the method for 
separating substances in river 
water   
• Suggest how an 
environmental scientist could 
check the water quality in a 
river  

• Identify phase 
changes present in a 
range of examples   
• Know what a physical 
change is   
• Describe signs that a 
physical change has 
taken place   
• Give examples of 
physical changes   
• Know what a chemical 
change is   
• Describe signs that a 
chemical change has 
taken place   
• Give examples of 
chemical changes   
• Describe the similarities 
and differences 
between physical and 
chemical changes   
• Identify whether a 
physical or chemical 
change has taken 
place   
• Suggest when a 
physical or chemical 
change may be useful • 
Explain how to tell which 
reaction is larger • 
Describe what the 
variables will be 
in a acids-metals 
investigation   
• Give a method for 
investigating a reaction 
between acids and 
metals   
• Can complete an 
investigation into acid 
and metal reactions   
• Can use evidence to 
make a conclusion   
• Know how to compare 
your results with other 
sets of results  

• Describe when 
magnets attract and 
repel   
• Describe how to test 
the strength of a 
magnet   
• Explain what a 
compass is • Describe 
what a compass does   
• Describe how to make 
a compass   
• Describe how field 
lines help us to 
understand the effect of 
an invisible force   
• Describe how field 
lines around a magnet 
can be mapped out   
• Use a diagram of field 
lines to see where the 
force will be strongest 
and where it will be 
weakest   
• Describe how to find 
out if a material is 
magnetic or not   
• State the difference 
between permanent 
magnets and temporary 
magnets   
• Name examples of 
magnetic and 
nonmagnetic materials   
• State what an 
electromagnetic is   
• Describe how to make 
an electromagnet   
• Give examples of uses 
of magnets and 
electromagnets  

• Describe the parts of an 
electrical circuit   
• Explain how electricity 
in a circuit is different to 
static electricity   
• State the conditions for 
electricity to flow in a 
circuit   
• Explain what a circuit 
diagram is   
• Identify the component 
from the circuit symbols 
provided • Can build a 
basic circuit from the 
circuit diagram 
provided   
• Describe what 
electrical insulators and 
conductors are   
• Give examples of 
electrical insulators and 
conductors   
• Describe how to test 
whether a material is an 
insulator or a conductor • 
Can write a prediction for 
what will happen when 
we change the 
components in a circuit • 
Carry out an investigation 
to test your prediction   
• Evaluate whether your 
prediction was correct or 
not using your results   
• Create a circuit with a 
buzzer that can be 
turned on and off   
• Design a game that 
uses the buzzer   
• Create the buzzer 
game that has been 
designed  

• How the survival of 
these organisms 
leads to evolution   
• How Charles 
Darwin came up 
with the theory of 
evolution   
• What a fossil is and 
how it is made   
• What fossils show 
us about changes in 
species over time   
• Why fossils do not 
give us a complete 
record of past 
organisms   
• The names of the 
main periods of 
time   
• Which groups of 
organisms existed in 
each period   
• The reasons why 
some organisms 
became extinct   
• The name of each 
of the animal 
kingdoms   
• The key traits of 
each animal 
kingdom   
• How the 
evolutionary tree 
shows us how animal 
kingdoms are 
related   
• Know the key 
stages in the 
development of 
homo sapiens   
• Describe the 
impact of homo 
sapiens on plants   
• Describe the 
impact of homo 
sapiens on animals   

• Explain metamorphosis• Describe the 
main stages of the life cycle of an insect 
and an amphibian.   
• Compare similarities and differences 
between the life cycles of amphibians and 
insects.   
• Describe the process of sexual 
reproduction   
• Describe the life cycles of different types 
of mammals   
• Compare life cycles of different types 
of mammal   
• Identify the stages of a bird’s life cycle • 
Can label the parts of an egg   
• Describe how some birds attract a mate   
• Describe differences in life cycles of 
different animals   
• Explain differences between life cycles of 
different animals   
• Know how to report and present scientific 
findings  
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• Describe the 
decline in numbers 
of species over the 
last 200 years • 
Describe the impact 
of homo sapiens 
hunting animals and 
cutting down forest   
• Know what a 
conservationist is 
and what they are 
trying to do  

Y5 HISTORY  Benin Kingdom  
Powerful knowledge  
Content (mostly substantive):  
Golden age of Benin Kingdom (900-1897)  
Art & culture  
Craft, guilds and trade  
Colonisation and the transatlantic slave trade  
Themes (mostly disciplinary):  
Change and continuity  
Diversity  
Perspective  
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’):  
Empire  
Culture  
Colonialism  
Summative assessment:  
'The artistic culture was the Benin Kingdom’s greatest 
achievement.’ How far do you agree? 

 Medieval Monarchs  
Powerful knowledge  
Content (mostly substantive):  
The Norman invasion  
Henry II, Richard, John, Edward I  
Elizabeth I and the Spanish Armada  
Themes (mostly disciplinary):  
Power and authority  
Political and social developments  
Change and continuity  
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’):  
Kingship and succession  
Monarchy and the church  
Social classes  
Summative assessment:  
'Who was the greatest medieval monarch?'  

 

 Middle East 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• The world’s earliest civilisations and empires 
• The Arab-Israeli war 
• Significance of Middle East regarding religion 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Continuity and change 
• Evidence and contestability 
• Power and legitimacy 
• Perspective 
• Cause and consequences 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Religion 
• Colonialism 
• Civilisation 
Summative assessment: 
Essay - 'What would it take for peace in the Middle 
East to be achieved?' 
Knowledge Assessment 

Y5 
GEOGRAP

HY 

Slums 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• Development of slums 
• Life in the slums 
• Challenges in the slums 
• Improvements to slums 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Development 
• Cause and effect 
• Density and dispersion 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Urban 
• Socio-economic 
• Causation 

Biomes 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• Biomes and ecosystem 
• Ecosystem influences 
• Tundra, Taiga and Savanna 
• Threats to Biomes 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Environmental characteristics 
• Human and environment interaction 
• Cause and effect 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Climate 
• Place 
• Environment 

Energy and sustainability 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• Energy production 
• Sustainable cities 
• Energy security 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Human and environment interaction 
• Change and continuity 
• Development 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Sustainability 
• Interdependence 
• Uncertainty 
Summative assessment: 
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Summative assessment: 
Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - ‘The state should shut down all slums around 
the world’. How far do you agree? 

Summative assessment: 
Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - ‘The Earth’s biomes are fragile 
environments.” To what extent do you agree? 

Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - ‘Humans are not capable of living 
sustainably.’ To what 
extent do you agree? 

Y5 Art Formal elements of Art Learning to draw from observation 
and different perspectives.  
Substantive Knowledge   
• Know that observational drawing is drawing what you 
see.   
Know that a motif is a decorative image or design that can 
be repeated to create a pattern.   
Know that architects are designers of buildings. • Know 
that a perspective view shoes a 3D image on a 2D 
surface.   
• Know that a plan view is a drawing that looks down on 
the object from above.   
• Know that the front elevation drawing is the design of the 
object from the front view.  
Know that a monument is a building, structure or site that is 
of historical importance or interest.  
  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to successfully draw a picture of a house from 
observation   
• Know how to look closely at details such as roof tiles and 
bricks to interpret them accurately  
Know how to select a suitable section of a house from my 
previous house drawing using cropping methods.   
• Know how to create a clear print following the steps 
above.  
Know how to recognize and describe 
Hundertwasser’s work  
 • Know how to add colours and motifs to a design to 
transform the look of a building  
Know how to design a building based on 
architectural style   

Art and Design skills Learning to develop skills in 
design, drawing, craft, painting, and art 
appreciation.  
  
Substantive Knowledge   
• Know that to upscale a drawing you increase the 
size of it.  
 Know that a continuous line drawing is a drawing 
which is made from one long line, without taking the 
pencil off the page. Know that an original piece of 
artwork is the first version, it has not been created 
before.  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to lay out a simple collage by selecting 
the most interesting elements   
• Know how to draw and colour the collage 
accurately from composition   
• Know how to adjust my drawing in the light of 
mistakes   
• Know how to correct any rough edges or gaps in 
my colouring  
Know how to select an interesting section of a 
drawing I have made to enlarge   
• Know how to draw an enlarged version of the 
section I have chosen by scaling it to a larger size   
• Know how to paint accurately and evenly, painting 
straight edges and without leaving brush marks or 
gaps in my painting.   
Know how to draw a portrait using the continuous 
line method   
• Know how to use text to add detail to my portrait: - 
varying the size of the words - varying the size of 
individual letters - placing the letters artistically.   

Every picture tells a story.  
To evaluate and analyse art.  
Substantive Knowledge  
 • Know how powerful art is in having a meaning/message.   
• Know that a work of public art can have a very 
powerful message   
Know that symmetrical abstract art does not represent images of 
our everyday world. The colour, lines and shape are not 
intended to   
represent living things. It is symmetrical because it has the same 
image on both sides. Know that emoji’s are symbols used to express 
an idea or emotion. The word is made up of the Japanese for 
picture € and character (moji).   
• Know that throughout history, people have recorded their lives, 
history and written messages using pictograms and the current 
emoji is a development from that  
Know the importance of 2-D drawings in developing 3-D drawings  
  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to evaluate and analyses a work of street art and 
relate it to the news and current affairs and to British Values  
Know how to use limited materials to create a symmetrical 
abstract image   
Know how to create a message (with meaning) using purely 
visual symbols  
How to use 2D drawings and explore shape form to develop my 
own ideas for 3D drawings  
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• Know how to use perspective view, a plan view or front 
elevation to draw my design. Know how to design a 
monument to symbolize a person or event  

Know how to sketch my initial thoughts and ideas 
based on a given theme   
• Know how to develop my ideas into a successful 
piece of artwork  

Y5 Design 
and 

Technology 

Electrical systems – More complex switches and circuits  
Make an electronic card  
Substantive Knowledge  
• Knowing that circuits are made up of different electronic 
components • Knowing that graphite is a conductor and 
can be used as part of a circuit  
• Labelling the LEDs with positive and negative legs• What 
is a greeting card? • Where do components go in a 
circuit?  
• Knowing that the legs of the LED need to be the correct 
way round for the circuit to work • Understanding that 
breaks in a circuit stop it from working  
Procedural knowledge  
• Naming key circuit components used to create a 
functioning circuit  
• Designing a card with a working circuit with no breaks • 
Placing positive leg of the LED branches towards the 
positive side of the battery• Creating the front cover for a 
greetings card • Referring to a design to keep the ideas 
focused • Mapping out where different components of the 
circuit will go  
lls • Making a circuit and integrating it into a greeting card 
• Laying copper tape in straight lines and ensure corners 
are never broken  

Structures – Frame structures  
To make a bridge  
Substantive Knowledge  
• What is an arch? • What are beam bridges? • What 
does ‘compression and tension’ mean? • How to 
make a bridge stronger/weaker?  
• What is suspension? • What are ‘truss bridges?  
How and why do you mark the wood? • Which tools 
are specific to task • How to reinforce the structure  
• How to evaluate the overall success of a product  
Procedural knowledge  
• Making a range of different shaped beam bridges 
• Identifying stronger and weaker structures • Finding 
different ways to reinforce structures  
Identifying suspension and truss bridges • Using 
triangles to create truss bridges and test them • 
Understanding how triangles can be used to 
reinforce bridges  
• Measuring and marking the wood accurately • 
Selecting appropriate tools and equipment 
for particular tasks • Using saws safely to create parts 
for the bridge • Using card corners to reinforce the 
structure  
Identifying points of weakness and reinforcing them 
as necessary • Evaluating the overall success of the 
bridge and improving it as necessary • Adding 
road markings to the bridge  

Food technology - Celebrating culture  
and seasonality  
Make spaghetti Bolognese  
Substantive Knowledge  
• Beef is the name of meat from cattle (cow) • Knowing how beef 
is reared and processed  
• What foods make up a balanced diet • Knowing how a recipe 
can be adapted to make it healthier  
• Knowing that the nutritional value of a recipe alters if you 
remove, substitute, or add additional ingredients  
• How to use equipment safely? • How to avoid cross-
contamination? • Learning how to chop vegetables • What is 
‘appealing’ packaging?  
Procedural knowledge  
• Having an understanding of the ethical issues around the way in 
which cattle should be farmed  
• Using keywords to research for alternative ingredients for a well-
known dish • Based on research, suggesting healthy substitutions 
and additions to a recipe  
• Calculating and comparing two adapted Bolognese recipes 
using a nutritional calculator • Writing an amended method for a 
recipe to incorporate changes to the ingredients  
• Using equipment safely, including knives, hot pans and hobs • 
Knowing how to avoid cross contamination Carefully following a 
method to make a recipe • Learning to chop vegetables • 
Designing appealing packaging that reflects a recipe  

Y5 
Computing 

Computing systems and 
Networks 
Search engines 
 
Online safety 
Online safety Y5 

Programming 1 
Programming music 
Option 1: Sonic Pi , 
Option 2: Scratch 

Data handling 
Mars Rover 1 

Programming 2 
Micro:bit 

Creating media 
Stop motion 
animation 
Option 1: Stop 
motion studio 
Option 2: Using 

Skills showcase 
Mars Rover 2 

Y5 Music  Charanga: Classroom 
Jazz 2 
Glockenspiel Children’s 
songs 

 Charanga: Make you feel 
my love 

 Charanga: Dancing in the street 
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Y5 PE ATHLETICS  
Sports Hall Athletics   

INVASION GAMES  
Football, Handball  
  

GYMNASTICS  
Key Steps routines and 
apparatus  
  
DANCE   
Dance Fusion  
‘Greatest Show’  

RACKET SPORTS  
Tennis, Badminton, Table 
Tennins.  
  
  
  

FITNESS  
Fitness testing  
  
  
OAA  
Orienteering    

STRIKING AND FIELDING  
Kwik Cricket  

Y5 PSHE Being me around the world 
Planning the forthcoming year 
Being a citizen Rights and 
responsibilities Rewards and 
consequences How behaviour 
affects groups Democracy, 
having a voice, participating  

Celebrating differences 
(anti bullying) 
Cultural differences and 
how they can cause 
conflict Racism Rumours 
and name-calling Types 
of bullying Material 
wealth and happiness 
Enjoying and respecting 
other cultures 

Dreams and Goals 
Future dreams The 
importance of money 
Jobs and careers Dream 
job and how to get 
there Goals in different 
cultures Supporting 
others (charity) 

Healthy Me 
Smoking, including 
vaping Alcohol Alcohol 
and anti-social behaviour 
Emergency aid Body 
image Relationships with 
food Healthy choices 
Motivation Motivation 
and behaviour 

Relationships 
Self-recognition and 
self-worth Building 
self-esteem Safer 
online communities 
Rights and 
responsibilities online 
Online gaming and 
gambling Reducing 
screen time Dangers 
of online grooming 
SMARRT internet 
safety rules 

Changing me SRE 
Self- and body image Influence of online 
and media on body image Puberty for girls 
Puberty for boys Conception (including IVF) 
Growing responsibility Coping with change 
Preparing for transition 

RE 
Theme: 
religious 

symbolism. 

Sectarianism. Schism between 
Catholics and Protestants. Key 
similarities between them. Key 
symbols. 
 
SIKHISM – Beliefs and actions 
Substantive Knowledge: 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 How far would a Sikh go 

for his/her religion? 
 Do religious people lead 

better lives? 
 Is religion the most 

important influence and 
inspiration in everyone’s 
life?(Believing/Behav-ing) 

   
(History link- Prehistoric Britain) 
- no links here 
 
 
ASSESSMENT: 
 

CHRISTIANITY 
Christmas - Incarnation 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

Different accounts of the Christmas story 
Compare the different accounts. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Is the Christmas 

story true? 
 Do sacred texts 

have to be ‘true’ 
to help people 
understand their 
religion?(Believing
) 

   
 

Sectarianism. Schism 
between Catholics and 
Protestants. Key 
similarities between 
them. Key symbols. 
SIKHISM – Beliefs and 
moral values 
  
Substantive Knowledge: 

Guru Granth Sahib 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Are Sikh stories 

important today 
 Do sacred texts 

have to be ‘true’ 
to help people 
understand their 
religion? 

 Is religion the 
most important 
influence and 
inspiration in 
everyone’s 
life?(Believing/Beh
aving) 

   

Prophesy and prophets: 
Abraham, Muhammed, 
Jesus, Moses.  
 
CHRISTIANITY 
Easter - salvation 
 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

on whether God intended Jesus to be 
crucified or whether Jesus’ crucifixion was the 
consequence of events during Holy Week. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 How significant is it 

for Christians to 
believe God 
intended Jesus to 
die?Do sacred texts 
have to be ‘true’ to 
help people 
understand their 
religion?(Believing) 

   
 

Death and funerals. 
How different 
religions treat their 
dead.  
 
SIKHISM:  
Prayer and worship 
 
Substantive 
Knowledge: 

 How Sikhs 
show their 
commitment 
to Go. 

 Evaluate if 
there is a 
best way to 
show 
commitment. 

Disciplinary 
Knowledge: 

 What is the 
best way for 
a Sikh to 
show 
commitment 
to God? 

Judaism. Rites of passage. Symbolism in a 
synagogue.  
 
CHRISTIANITY 
 – Beliefs and Practices - Gospel 
 
Substantive Knowledge:  

 How Christians show their commitment 
to God. 

 Evaluate if there is a best way. 
Disciplinary Knowledge: 

 What is the best way for a Christian to 
show commitment to God? 

 Do religious people lead better lives? 
 Does participating in worship help 

people to feel closer to God or their faith 
community?(Believing/Behaving) 
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Green =Personal resonance 
with or reflection on (AT2 
Personal)  
Blue = Knowledge and 
understanding of(AT1) 
Red = Evaluation/ critical 
thinking in relation to the 
enquiry question(AT2 
impersonal) 
 
 

(History link- Medieval 
monarchs) 
 

 Do all 
religious 
beliefs 
influence 
people to 
behave well 
towards 
others? 

 Does 
participating 
in worship 
help people 
to feel closer 
to God or 
their faith 
community?(
Believing/Bel
onging) 

   
(History link- 
Prehistoric Britain) - 
no links here 

Y5 MFL Food menus. Ordering food 
and meals at a restaurant.  

Christmas Carols Mardi Gras. Spanish 
food. Words for food.  

Plants and trees.  Sports and games Introductions about themselves 

Y5 Passport  Think big 
Go to a pantomime – Write to 
a local theatre/theatre 
company (tickets for 
rehearsals) 
  
Learn to play a musical 
instrument – E-ACT Enrichment 
Project (talent spotting) 
 
Doing the right thing 
Link with a school in a different 
country/school from a 
town/city paired with 
town/city the school is in. 
Making friends... 
Make Christmas gifts. 

Teamwork 
Football/netball team 
(mixed gender teams?) 
 
Mental Health 
Hopes and Dreams 
(See Appendix C) 
 

Think big 
UKSA/ 
Regional 
singing/Performance 
competition 
(See Appendix C) 
 
Doing the right thing 
With link- set up an email 
to communicate. 

Teamwork 
Badminton/table tennis 
(link with local senior 
school if there are no 
facilities) 
 
Mental Health 
Finding your balance 
(see Appendix C) 

Think big 
UKSA/ 
Regional 
singing/Performance 
competition 
(See Appendix C) 
 
Doing the right thing 
Make a video clip to 
send to the partner 
school 
(hopefully 
reciprocated) 
 

Teamwork 
Football/netball 
South Region Event 
North Region Event 
  
Children not competing- make 
banners/songs/chants/ 
etc... 
To form part of an E-ACT Annual Sports 
Festival: 
(See Appendix C) 
 
Mental Health 
Prepare for the long summer break 
(See Appendix C) 

Y5 
Enrichment  

 Pantomime/Theatre 
workshop/visit 
Visit a recycling centre 
Hindu/sikh temple to look 
at wedding ceremony 

Manor Lodge Tudor visit Star dome 
UKSA sailing residential 
Isle of Wight 
 

Crime day at 
Parkwood/TOAN 
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Year group Y6 Long Term Plan 
CONTENT 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
Y6 Reading Classic fiction 

Recommended  Texts:  
The Hobbit by JRR 
Tolkein 
The girl of ink and stars 
by Kiran Hargrave 
Robinson Crusoe by 
Daniel Defoe (Real 
reads by Margaret 
Elphustone) 
Fruit and nutcase by 
Jean Ure 

Classic Fiction/ 
Historical fiction 
Recommended  Texts:  
Street child by Berlie Doherty 
A Christmas carol by Charles 
Dickens (Express classics) 
Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens 
A Victorian Childhood by Ruth 
Thomson 
 

Classic Fiction 
Recommended  Texts:  
The hound of the 
Baskervilles by Arthur 
Conan Doyle 
The three Musketeers by 
Alexandre Dumas 
 
 

Poetry 
Recommended  Texts:  
Wilfred Owen Selected Poetry 
War poetry 
 
Historical fiction: 
Carries War by E Nesbit 
 
 
 
 

Comic and graphic novels 
Recommended  Texts: 
Picture books 
Journey Bk 1 
Quest Bk2 
Return Bk 3 By Aaron Becker 
Tuesday by David Wisener 
The lost thing by Sean Tann 
 
Non-fiction - Recounts and 
personal narrative 

Secondary transition unit 
The lost words by Robert 
Macfarlane and Jackie 
Morris 
 
 
Non-fiction - Recounts 
and personal narratives 

Y6 Writing Fiction 
Setting Description 
‘A Busy Place’ 
Extracts from various 
novels describing 
settings 

Fiction 
Play script 
Diary account 
The Giant’s Necklace by 
Michael Morpurgo 
 

Fiction 
Whodunit mystery story  
The Hound of the 
Baskervilles ~ Arthur 
Conan Doyle 
 

Fiction 
Shakespeare Unit 
Romeo & Juliet 
Shakespeare Without the 
Boring Bits ~ Humphrey 
Carpenter 
Letter Writing 
Diary Account 

Fiction 
Write a campfire/ghost story 
Short ~ Kevin Crossley Holland 
Short and Scary! ~ Louise Cooper 
 

Fiction 
Write a description of a 
scene 
Twelfth Night ~ William 
Shakespeare 
 

Non fiction 
Non-Chronological 
Report 
‘This is Sheffield’ 
Various leaflets, 
booklets, travel guides, 
internet for research 

Non fiction  
Biography 
The Good Guys: 50 Heroes 
Who Changed the World with 
Kindness ~ Rob Kemp 
Women in Science: 50 fearless 
Pioneers Who Changed the 
World ~ Rachel Ignotofsky  
Research and write a 
biography on David 
Attenborough 
 
Persuasive 
Write a letter about why we 
should recycle more 
 

Non fiction 
Procedural 
How to use future 
technology 
  
Explanation 
Letter of Complaint 
  
Balanced Argument 
Who is to blame for the 
rising rates of obesity in 
the UK 
Various leaflets, books, 
internet for research 

Non fiction 
Persuasive  
Visit the Globe Theatre 
  
Biography 
William Shakespeare 
 

Non fiction 
Non-Chronological Report 
RMS Titanic 
Various leaflets, books, internet 
for research 
 

Non fiction 
Recount 
Newspaper report  
Based on events in 
Twelfth Night 
  
Persuasion 
‘A Special Guest’ Write 
a letter to persuade 
someone to visit school 
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Poetry 
Classic Poetry 
The Highwayman by 
Alfred Noyes 

Poetry 
Classic Poetry 
Spellbound By Emily Brontë 

Poetry 
Protest Songs of the Civil 
Rights Movement 

Poetry 
Movement Today By Billy 
Collins 

Poetry 
Selected War Poetry WWI & WWII 

Poetry 
Secondary transition 
unit: The lost words by 
Robert Macfarlane and 
Jackie Morri 

Y6 Maths 
 

Number and Place 
Value 
Multiplication and 
Division 
Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication and 
Division 
Geometry: Position and 
Direction 

Fractions, Decimals and 
Percentages 
Geometry: Properties of 
shapes (Angles) 
Geometry: Properties of 
shapes.  
 

Fractions: Calculating 
Decimals: Calculating 
 
 

Ratio and Proportion 
Measurement: Converting 
units 
Measurement: Area and 
Volume 
 

Algebra 
Statistics 

Fractions, Decimals and 
Percentages: Secure 
Algebra: Secure 
Ratio and Proportion: 
Secure 

Y6 Science 
 

Chemical Reactions   
States of matter. Pure 
substances and 
mixtures. Dissolving and 
separating. Chemical 
changes and reactions.  
Knowledge  
• Draw particle 
diagrams to represent 
states of matter   
• Name the physical 
changes that convert 
substances between 
states of matter   
• Describe the physical 
properties of solids, 
liquids and gasses   
• Define pure, impure 
and mixture   
• Draw particle 
diagrams to represent 
pure and impure 
materials   
• Give examples of 
useful mixtures   
• Define solvent, solute 
and solution   
• Draw particle 
diagrams to represent a 
solution   

Sustainability   
Recycling. Life cycle 
assessment. Gas emissions 
and global warming. Climate 
change.  
Knowledge  
• Describe the properties of 
glass, ceramics and plastics   
• Explain the uses of glass, 
ceramics and plastics based 
on their properties.   
• Explain what happens to 
glass, ceramics and plastics in 
landfill sites   
• Know the definition of 
recycling   
• Describe how to identify 
plastics that can and can’t be 
recycled   
• Explain why recycling plastic 
is important for sustainability   
• Give the definition of a life 
cycle assessment   
• Know how to use data to 
make a life cycle assessment   
• 
Compare reuseable and one 
use coffee cups over their 
lifetime • Define what is 

Heat   
Heating particles. 
Expanding and 
contracting. Thermal 
equilibrium. 
Heat transfer. 
Conductors and 
insulators.  
Knowledge  
• Describe how particles 
behave in solids, liquids 
and gases   
• Describe what 
happens to particles 
when they are heated   
• Explain what happens 
to particles when they 
change state   
• Describe what 
happens to a substance 
when it is heated   
• Predict whether an 
object will expand or 
contract   
• Suggest some 
engineering applications 
of this knowledge   
• Describe what we 
mean by a thermal 
equilibrium   

Energy   
Energy stores and 
transformation. Efficiency and 
machines. Power and kinetic 
energy. Speed, distance and 
time.  
Knowledge  
• Describe what an energy 
store is   
• Give the names of different 
energy stores   
• Identify the energy stores in a 
range of objects   
• Describe what initial and 
final energy stores are   
• Identify the initial and final 
energy stores in a range of 
scenarios   
• Describe the energy 
transformations that take 
place during a bungee jump   
• Describe what useful, wasted 
and input energy stores are   
• Describe what efficiency is   
• Calculate efficiency of a 
given machine   
• Define power   
• Give the equation for 
power   

Cells   
Organ systems, tissues and cells. 
Animal and plant cells. 
Specialised cells.  
Knowledge  
• Name the seven factors all 
living things carry out   
• Identify things as living or non-
living   
• Explain the history of 
classification of living things.   
• Describe what an organ 
system   
• Give examples of organ 
systems in animals   
• Give examples of organ 
systems in plants • Describe how 
organ systems are made from 
organs   
• Explain how organs are made 
from tissues which are made from 
cells   
• Describe how cells can 
together build tissues   
• Name the parts of an animal 
cell   
• Label the parts of an animal 
cell on a diagram   
• Describe what each part of an 
animal cell does   

Diet and Lifestyle   
Diet, nutrition and 
lifestyle. Exercise, 
muscles and the 
circulatory system. 
Medicinal drugs and 
drugs in society.  
Knowledge  
• Describe the key parts 
of a healthy diet   
• Explain why different 
people may need 
different diets   
• Give examples of 
nutritional deficiencies   
• Explain why diversity is 
important   
• Discuss impacts of 
agriculture   
• Debate pros and cons 
of different diets • 
Describe what happens 
to muscles during 
exercise • Describe the 
parts of the circulatory 
system   
• Describe the changes 
that will occur during 
exercise • Describe 
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• Describe what 
happens to particles 
during dissolving   
• State three methods of 
separating mixtures   
• Select an appropriate 
separation technique for 
a given mixture   
• Plan an experiment to 
isolate components of a 
mixture   
• Define chemical 
reaction, physical 
process • State the 5 
indicators of a chemical 
reactions   
• Identify examples of 
chemical reaction and 
physical changes   
• Define the word 
combustion, 
fuel, reactant and 
product   
• Write a word equation 
for the combustion of 
common fuels   
• Compare different 
fuels using experimental 
data  

meant by a fuel and 
combustion   
• Represent combustion 
reaction using word 
equations   
• Describe the impact of 
burning fuels on the 
environment   
• Describe what global 
warming is • Describe the 
evidence for global warming   
• Describe what scientists 
think are the causes of global 
warming   
• Describe what climate 
change is • Describe the 
effects of climate change   
• Suggest how humans can 
reduce their impact on 
climate change  

• Describe how thermal 
equilibrium can be 
reached • Suggest ways 
that thermal equilibrium 
is reached more quickly   
• Describe how heat is 
transferred by particles 
through conduction   
• Describe a method to 
demonstrate the speed 
of conduction through 
metal   
• Explain why it is difficult 
to conduct heat directly 
through a liquid or a 
gas   
• Describe how heat is 
transferred by particles 
through conduction   
• Describe a method to 
demonstrate the speed 
of conduction through 
metal   
• Explain why it is difficult 
to conduct heat directly 
through a liquid or a 
gas   
• Create a design to 
keep an ice cube frozen 
for as long as possible   
• Explain why your 
design will help the ice 
cube to stay frozen • 
Evaluate your design 
and suggest ways it 
could have  

• Compare the power ratings 
of a range of appliances   
• Describe what we mean by 
speed   
• Describe the method for 
calculating an object’s 
speed   
• Calculate the speed of a 
range of objects   
• Describe where kinetic 
energy may be found   
• Describe how the 
kinetic energy of an object 
can be changed  
• Calculate the kinetic energy 
of a number of objects  

• Name the parts of a plant cell   
• Label the parts of a plant cell 
on a diagram • Describe what 
each part of a plant cell does   
• Describe what a specialised 
cell is   
• Give examples of specialised 
cells are   
• Explain how root cells and 
sperm cells are specially 
adapted  

what is meant by 
medicinal drugs   
• Give some examples 
of common medicinal 
drugs   
• Describe how 
medicinal drugs may 
affect the body   
• Describe what nicotine 
and alcohol are   
• Explain how nicotine 
and alcohol came to be 
used by humans   
• Describe some effects 
of using nicotine and 
alcohol to excess   
• Describe the work and 
major discoveries of a 
range of scientists.   
• Explain the impact of 
a range of scientific 
discoveries on human 
health. • Explain how 
scientific knowledge 
changes over time  
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Y6 HISTORY Industrial Revolution  
Powerful knowledge  
Content (mostly substantive):  
 Changing working conditions  
 Changing living arrangements  
 Technological developments  
 Political changes  
Themes (mostly disciplinary):  
 Change and continuity  
 Perspective  
 Cause and consequence  
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’):  
 Political  
 Social  
 Economic  
Summative assessment:  
'The most important changes in Britain between 1750-1900 
were political.’ To what extent do you agree?  

  
Civil Rights  
Powerful knowledge  
Content (mostly substantive):  
 Legal developments  
 Civil disobedience: MLK, Rosa Parks  
 Enduring struggle  
Themes (mostly disciplinary):  
 Social and political attitudes  
 Revolution  
 Identity  
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’):  
 Human rights  
 Civil liberties  
 Revolution  
Summative assessment:  
'Civil disobedience was more important than legal 
decisions during the civil rights movement. Do you agree?'  

20th Century Conflict 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• World War I causes and conditions 
• Treaty of Versailles 
• World War II causes and conditions 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Similarity and difference 
• Power and legitimacy 
• Cause and consequence 
• Political and social development 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Political 
• Social 
• Conquest 
Summative assessment: 
Essay - 'The outbreak of World War II was 
inevitable.' To what extent do you agree? 
Knowledge Assessment 

Y6 
GEOGRAPHY 

Local fieldwork 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (substantive and disciplinary): 
• The purpose of fieldwork 
• Fieldwork strategies 
• Data presentation and analysis 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Environmental characteristics 
• Human characteristics 
• Evidence and Investigation 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Urban 
• Place 
• Environment 
Summative assessment: 
Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - Where do people live? 

Population 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• Population distribution 
• Reasons for population change 
• Population pyramids 
• Challenges of a changing population 
• Global food security 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Density and dispersion 
• Human and environment interaction 
• Change and continuity 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Socio-economic 
• Urban 
• Time 
Summative assessment: 
Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - ‘A lack of food is the biggest population challenge 
of our time.’ To what extent do you agree? 

Globalisation 
Powerful knowledge 
Content (mostly substantive): 
• Communication and trade developments 
• Impacts of globalisation 
• Future of globalisation 
Themes (mostly disciplinary): 
• Development 
• Human processes 
• Cause and effect 
Concepts (Overarching ‘big ideas’): 
• Sustainability 
• Socio-economic 
• Uncertainty 
Summative assessment: 
Knowledge Assessment 
Essay - ‘Globalisation has made the world a better 
place.’ To what extent do you agree? 

Y6 Art Make my voice heard.  
To create artwork that ‘speaks’ to the viewer including 
graffiti, painting and sculpture.  
Substantive Knowledge   
• Know that graffiti art is drawings or words made on a 
surface in a public space, often created with spray paint. 
If the owner of the property has not given permission, then 
this is considered vandalism, which is illegal.   

Art and Design skills  
Learning to develop skills in design, drawing, 
craft, painting, and art appreciation.  
Substantive Knowledge   
• Know that Impressionist painters: Impressionist painters: -
did not paint photographically and perfectly realistically. -
wanted to show loose brush strokes and include 
movement in their work. -did not paint religious paintings or 

Photography  
To develop photography Skills.  
Substantive Knowledge   
• Know that contemporary artists use digital techniques  
Know that artists use photography to record and observe, I 
understand the terms macro, and monochromatic  
Know that art can convey a particular emotion or feeling 
within a piece (expression)   
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• Know that there are different styles of graffiti art   
Know that cubism ignores perspective and artists paint 
their subjects from lots of different angles).  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to create my own graffiti tag; write the word 
in capital letters, leaving a small gap between each 
letter. Double each line of the letters by drawing parallel 
lines – the letters then become block letters. Next, go 
around the letters again so that they are twice as big and 
may overlap.   
• Add serifs to each letter My tag will include: − Block 
letters − Serifs − Two contrasting colours  
Know how to plan and create a drawn composition 
where the shapes or objects are put in a picture in the 
style of Picasso’s ‘Guernica’ by: − using symbols in 
my artwork to convey a message − considering where the 
tones of black, grey and white are used to create effect  
Know how to use paint to produce a carefully finished 
piece of art in the style of Picasso’s ‘Guernica’   
• Know how to use masking tape to create a straight line   
• Know how to keep balance in my final composition 
where the shapes or objects are put in a picture by 
viewing my work from a distance to see where tones of 
black white and grey should be used  
Know how to create a sculpture of a head using clay: 1. 
Roll the clay into a ball about the size of a tennis ball. Push 
your thumb into the ball from the bottom – this thins the 
wall of the clay head so that it dries out more easily. 2. 
Keep the clay moist but not wet – do this by dabbing 
fingers into water every so often. 3. Use your fingers or 
modelling tools to tease out a nose shape and add the 
other features of the head. 4. Finally, children can add 
the imaginary features they have thought of.   
• Know how to convey a message or emotion in my 
sculpture by:   
• using clay sculpting tools   
• Know how to add facial features parts of the face, such 
as eyes, nose and mouth using additional pieces of clay 
and attaching these to the head  

portraits of famous people. -wanted to paint new types of 
subjects that hadn’t been painted before, such as 
everyday scenes, landscapes and sunlight using brighter 
colours.   
Know that the zentangle method is intended to be a very 
relaxing, free, expressive and creative art form. It is meant 
to be a form of ‘artistic meditation’ and 
drawing zentangles is also linked to mindfulness, which 
aids relaxation  
Know that this method creates a reverse system where 
imprinted lines will become white and the background will 
be the colour of the ink used  
Know that a prototype is testing a design out.  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to paint skilfully by mixing complex colours   
• Know how to apply the paint in the style of Claude 
Monet   
• Know how not leave any white areas within my painting  
Know how to create a design matrix by drawing 
different zentangle patterns  
Know how to transfer my drawn Zentangle pattern onto a 
poly print/polystyrene tile   
• Know how to apply an even layer of ink onto the tile   
• Know how to create a repeat pattern onto fabric Know 
how to review, evaluate and modify ideas as the design 
develops   
• Know how to share my ideas verbally and through quick 
sketches   
• Know how to work as a team as is done in the creative 
and cultural industries  

• Know that paintings and photographs can express 
emotion  
Procedural Knowledge   
• Know how to create my own “Truism” which communicates 
meaning and which has impact   
• Know how to take photographs and make choices about 
how to edit and use them in context   
• Know how to look at the school environment through the 
lens of a camera and make choices about photographing 
aspects of it  
Know how to create a successful close up photograph of a 
natural form and edit the photograph in appropriate 
software/apps. • Know how to take photographs with care 
and choice • Know how to make decisions about cropping, 
editing and presentation of photographic images  
Know how to take photographs in different poses which show 
different expressions   
• Know how to develop one of these into a line drawing, 
using continuous line   
• Know how to develop a self-portrait from a photograph 
and understand how this can be used to create expression in 
an image  
Know how to combine photography with learning how to 
draw a portrait  
Know how to take photographs in different poses which show 
different expressions   
• Know how to replicate the mood and expression of a 
painting   
• Know how to edit photos successfully  
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Y6 Design and 
Technology 

Textiles – Combining different fabrics  
To design and make a waistcoat  
Substantive Knowledge  
• What is ‘annotation’?   
• What is a ‘design criteria’?   
• The difference between the design and the template  
• How to sew small neat stitches   
• How to tie strong knots  
• What is a fastening?   
• How to attach objects?   
• What it means to ‘evaluate; your final design  
Procedural knowledge  
• Annotating designs   
• Designing clothing to a set of design criteria  
Accurately marking out the outline of the panels for the 
waistcoat   
• Cutting neatly and accurately  
• Sewing with small, neat stitches, following the edge   
• Tying strong knots to secure the thread in place  
• Securing a fastening   
• Attaching objects for decoration using thread • 
Evaluating the final piece against the design criteria  

Mechanical systems – Pulleys or gears Food technology  
To make an automata toy  
Substantive Knowledge  
• How to use a saw safely and correctly   
• Using a bench hook to saw safely and effectively  
• How to cut components correctly  
 • Joints of the frame need to be secured at the right 
angles   
• Safety when using a glue guns, how to use them safely  
• What are ‘cams’?  
 • Understanding there are different cams which produce 
their own movements  
• What is a ‘window display’?   
• What are the decorative elements?   
• Different types of glue for different purposes  
Procedural knowledge  
• Measuring, marking and checking the accuracy of the 
jelutong and dowel pieces against the cutting list   
• Measuring and cutting the card components 
accurately•  
 Cutting components accurately  
Exploring cams and making appropriate choices • 
Carrying out cam research to inform the design   
• Understanding that different shaped cams produce 
different follower movements  
• Assembling a window display   
• Making and assembling the window display, focusing on 
the decorative elements   
• Knowing that good quality products should be neat, 
accurate and securely assembled   
• Choosing the correct glue according to the materials 
being joined  

Enterprise  
Substantive Knowledge  
How and where to find a recipe   
• What are ‘ingredients’?   
• Being aware of what equipment you need for a recipe – 
and using appliances/equipment safely  
Procedural knowledge  
• Knowing how to research a recipe by ingredient   
• Understanding that not all courses complement one 
another   
• Listing the ingredients needed for a chosen recipe   
• Reading the method and making a list of the equipment 
needed for a recipe  

Y6 Computing Computing systems and 
networks 
Bletchley Park 
 
Online safety 
Online safety Y6 
(6 lessons) 

Programming 
Intro to Python 

Data handling 
Big data 1 

Creating media 
History of computers 

Data handling 
Big data 2 

Skills showcase 
Inventing a product 

Y6 Music  Charanga: I’ll be there  Charanga: Classroom Jazz 2  Charanga: You’ve got a 
friend 
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Y6 PE ATHLETICS  
Sports Hall Athletics   

INVASION GAMES  
Football, Handball  

GYMNASTICS  
Key Steps routines and 
apparatus.  
  
DANCE   
‘Stomp’  

RACKET SPORTS  
Tennis, Badminton, Table 
Tennis.  
  

FITNESS  
Fitness testing  
  
  
OAA  
Orienteering    

STRIKING AND FIELDING  
Kwik Cricket  

Y6 PSHE Being me around the 
world 
Identifying goals for the 
year Global citizenship 
Children’s universal 
rights Feeling welcome 
and valued Choices, 
consequences and 
rewards Group 
dynamics Democracy, 
having a voice Anti-
social behaviour Role-
modelling  

Celebrating differences (anti 
bullying) 
Perceptions of normality 
Understanding disability Power 
struggles Understanding 
bullying Inclusion/exclusion 
Differences as conflict, 
difference as celebration 
Empathy 

Dreams and Goals 
Personal learning goals, 
in and out of school 
Success criteria Emotions 
in success Making a 
difference in the world 
Motivation Recognising 
achievements 
Compliments 

Healthy Me 
Taking personal responsibility 
How substances affect the 
body Exploitation, including 
‘county lines’ and gang 
culture Emotional and mental 
health Managing stress 

Relationships 
Mental health Identifying mental 
health worries and sources of 
support Love and loss Managing 
feelings Power and control 
Assertiveness Technology safety 
Take responsibility with 
technology use 

Changing me SRE 
Self-image Body image 
Puberty and feelings 
Conception to birth 
Reflections about 
change Physical 
attraction Respect and 
consent 
Boyfriends/girlfriends 
Sexting Transition 

Y6 RE 
Theme: 

spirituality. 
Sacrifice 

The concept of a spirit 
and soul. Mother Earth 
and the idea of 
spirituality in different 
religions.  
Heaven, hell new 
creation themes.  
ISLAM 
 Beliefs and practices. 
How Muslims show 
commitment.- could 
swap with Spr 1 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

 The ways 
Muslims show 
commitment to 
God and to 
evaluate 
whether there 
is a best way. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 What is the 

best way for a 
Muslim to show 
commitment to 
God? 

The different versions of the 
Christmas story. The spirituality 
of Christmas.  
 
 
CHRISTIANITY 
The significance of Mary. 
Christmas traditions and 
celebrations and their 
importance. 
 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

 Evaluate different 
Christmas traditions 
and celebrations in 
the light of their 
reference and 
relevance to 
Christian beliefs in 
Jesus. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Do Christmas 

celebrations and 
traditions help 
Christians 
understand who 

Lent and fasting. Self-
sacrifice in different 
religions.  
CHRISTIANITY 
 – Beliefs and meaning – 
salvation 
(Could put this in Aut 1 
to make links with 
industrial revolution and 
how beliefs and opinions 
changed)  
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

Evaluate different beliefs about 
eternity and to understand the 
Christian perspective on this. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Is anything ever 

eternal? 
 Should religious 

people be sad 
when someone 
dies? 

 How well do 
funeral and 
mourning rituals 
tell you about 
what a religion 

The crucifixion – sacrifice.  
CHRISTIANITY 
Easter – Different gospel 
accounts. Christianity today 
and in the past. 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

Examine the influences Christianity still has in 
the world and evaluate whether it is still a 
strong religion. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Is Christianity still a 

strong religion 2000 
years after Jesus was 
on Earth? 

 Do sacred texts have 
to be ‘true’ to help 
people understand 
their religion? 

 Does participating in 
worship help people 
to feel closer to God 
or their faith 
community? Is 
religion the most 
important influence 
and inspiration in 
everyone’s 

Religious sites and beliefs  
 
ISLAM: Beliefs and moral values 
(One term) 
 
 
Substantive Knowledge: 

Identify ways in which Muslims try to lead good 
lives and how their belief in Akhirah influences 

Challenge stereotyping through understanding 
different Muslim interpretations of Jihad and 
how this links to getting to Heaven. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: 
 Does belief in Akhirah 

(life after death) help 
Muslims lead good 
lives? 

 Should religious people 
be sad when someone 
dies? 

 Do religious people lead 
better lives? 

 Do all religious beliefs 
influence people to 
behave well towards 
others?(Believing/Behav
ing) 

Buddhism  
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 Do religious 
people lead 
better lives? 

 Do all religious 
beliefs 
influence 
people to 
behave well 
towards 
others?(Believin
g/Behaving) 

   
(History link- Industrial 
Revolution) 
 
 
ASSESSMENT: 
 
Green =Personal 
resonance with or 
reflection on (AT2 
Personal)  
Blue = Knowledge and 
understanding of(AT1) 
Red = Evaluation/ 
critical thinking in 
relation to the enquiry 
question(AT2 
impersonal) 

Jesus was and why 
he was born? 

 Do sacred texts have 
to be ‘true’ to help 
people understand 
their 
religion?(Believing) 

   
 

believes and 
about what 
happens after 
death?(Believin
g/Behaving) 

   
(History link- Civil Rights) 
 
 
 
 

life?(Believing/Belong
ing/Behaving) 

   
 
 
 
   
 

 
   
(History link- Twentieth century 
conflicts) 
 
 
 
   
 

Y6 MFL Tell the time. What you 
do at certain times. 
Festivals. 

Festivals. Preterite tense 
(action that took place at a 
definite time/simple past 
tense) 

Revision of all previous 
knowledge. 

 Things you do at the 
beach/pool/hotel (on holiday) 

End of year 
performance to show 
case previous 
knowledge.  
Play and sing seven 
songs in another 
language (cultural 
event) 

Y6 Passport Think big 
Set up Culture Club- 
watch theatre via you 
tube- classics/comedies 
all genres. (age 
appropriate 
 
Do the right thing 

Teamwork 
Football/netball team (mixed 
gender teams) 
 
Mental Health 
Wellbeing Advent Calendar 
(see Appendix C) 
 

Think big 
Visit behind the scenes 
of a theatre plus a 
theatre work shop. 
 
Do the right thing 
Organise a school event 
to raise money for that 
charity. 

Teamwork 
Badminton/table tennis (link 
with local senior school if there 
are no facilities) 
 
Mental health 
Wellbeing Bingo 
(See Appendix C) 
 

Think Big 
E-Act Joint Schools Production. 
Annual Event 
(see Appendix C) 
  
Learn to play a musical 
instrument – E-ACT Enrichment 
Project (talent spotting) 
 

Teamwork 
Football/netball/cricket 
(mixed) 
South event 
North event 
ELT/Trustees/RED/ 
Cup Year 6 
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Invite someone from a 
local charity store in to 
talk about their charity.   
Organise a school 
collection for that 
charity. 
 

Mufti day/school disco / 
cake sale. 
Take full responsibility- 
advertise/float/ booking 
etc... 

Do the right thing 
Present to the school in an 
assembly about that charity. 
  
How we can all help etc... 
 
 

If not competing- then 
make 
banners/songs/chants 
This is to become an KS2 
E-Act Sports Festival: 
annual event. 
(See Appendix C) 
 
Mental Health 
Transition 
Young Minds 
 

Y6 Enrichment  Longley Park visit linked 
to Geography 

Victorian workshop/visit 
Kitchen workshop 

Crucial Crew  UKSA Residential 
 

Secondary transition 
days 
Regional sports day 
Y6 Graduation 
Leavers assembly 
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